In this paper we demonstrate an energy-reduction strategy that relies on the stochastic long-tail nature of the STT-RAM write operation. To move away from the traditional worst-case approach, the per-cell write process is continuously monitored and is terminated as soon as each cell's state matches the written state. Since the average write duration is far shorter than the worstcase duration, the average write energy is significantly reduced by the proposed architecture. We developed a light-weight circuit for fast state change detection and bit-line shutdown and evaluated it using a compact STT-RAM model targeting an implementation in a 16nm technology node. Our analysis indicates that at the required write-error rate the proposed architecture reduces write energy by 87.3% − 99.5% depending on the write direction, and on average achieves 96.5% write energy saving in 16 SPEC CPU 2006 applications compared to conventional design. Compared to the best previously known architecture that exploits stochasticity (verify-on-write), we reduce write energy by approximately 6.5×.
I. INTRODUCTION
Spin-torque transfer memory (STT-RAM) is as a candidate for a universal memory technology that may be able to provide integration density close to DRAM, the non-volatility of Flash memory, fast read speed close to that of SRAM, and practically zero standby power. At the 16nm node, STT cell designs with very competitive characteristics -a read time of 1 − 5ns and an average write time of 5 − 10ns -are feasible. These characteristics are attractive both for replacing SRAM in large on-chip last-level caches and for replacing some or all of the off-chip DRAM. In addition to reducing static power and increasing density compared to SRAM, the non-volatility of STT-RAM opens new opportunities for improving processor power management. As a DRAM replacement, STT-RAM eliminates the need for refresh; refresh operations increasingly interfere with demand traffic and consume significant power in large installations.
Despite its potential, several issues stand in the way of wide-scale STT-RAM adoption. One such critical issue is the high energy required for reliable write operations. Writing an STT-RAM cell is done with a relatively high current, requiring significantly more power than reading the cell. More importantly, the STT write process is inherently stochastic and the actual time to complete a write varies dramatically, with the distribution having a very long tail. This stochasticity of switching time is temporal, leading to variation in transition time even for a single cell. As a result, conservatively guaranteeing a reliable write requires maintaining the write current for a duration much longer than that required for an average write to complete.
We propose a novel approach that exploits write stochasticity to significantly reduce the write energy in STT-RAM. With our variable-energy writes (VEWs), the write current of each individual cell is terminated once that cell's state matches its desired write value. This is in contrast to the conventional approach, which fixes the write duration of all writes to match the expected worst-case delay for a given level of reliability.
In order to replace SRAM and DRAM within the memory system, STT-RAM writes must be highly reliable. Even when considering the fact that write operations are to multiple bits at a time and that error protection techniques are available, the single bit error rate must be very low; the typical single bit error rate needed is 1.5 × 10 −7 [1] . The difference between a pulse needed to achieve this error rate and the mean pulse duration is almost 20×. Even when targeting a very high error rate of 0.01, the difference between the pulse duration that guarantees this error rate and the mean pulse is still 4×. This means that substantial energy savings could be achieved for a large fraction of switching events if we have the ability to terminate the current pulse once the specific switching occurred. These energy savings can be achieved by moving away from the traditional worst-case approach towards a technique in which we can detect the write completion of each bit and turn off the switch current. To realize variable-energy writes, we developed a light-weight circuit that continuously monitors the state of each STT-RAM cell and disables its write current when it senses the desired state has been achieved.
The mechanism we exploit is orthogonal to most previous proposals for curbing write energy, which focused on tuning STT-RAM parameters for trading off lower write current with increased volatility [2] , [3] or terminating write operations early for cells whose values do not change [4] . A related mechanism for exploiting STT-RAM write stochasticity, verifyon-write (VOW), was recently proposed by Bi et al. [5] . VOW is based on a similar insight to ours but has two important limitations that our work overcomes. First, VOW only functions correctly if the STT-RAM cell is designed with '0'/'1' write asymmetry where switching the cell in one direction requires an order of magnitude less time than We evaluate the variable-energy write design using a compact STT-RAM cell model targeting an implementation in a 16nm technology node. Our detailed evaluation indicates that variable-energy writes reduce the overall average STT-RAM write energy by 87.3 − 99.5% compared to conservative fixedduration writes, depending on the write direction. We also analyzed the impact when considering actual main-memory traffic of industry-standard application benchmarks. We find that VEWs reduce overall write energy by 96.5% on average across these benchmarks compared to the conventional design. Compared to VOW we reduce write energy by approximately 6.5×.
II. MODELING STOCHASTIC STT-RAM WRITES
In this section, we describe the STT-RAM cell write process, explain the opportunity for reducing energy, and discuss the stochastic model we rely on for evaluation.
A. STT-RAM Write Process
The core component in an STT-RAM cell is its magnetic tunnel junction (MTJ) [6] . The MTJ consists of two layers of magnetic material separated by a dielectric layer. The two magnetic layers have their own spin directions, with one layer pinned to a fixed polarization and the second layer being free. The spin of the free layer can be switched from one orientation to its opposite by applying a current pulse through the MTJ. The MTJ as a unit can be in one of two states, anti-parallel (AP) and parallel (P). In the AP state the free and pinned layers have opposite spin directions and in the P state both have the same spin. Each of these two states exhibits a distinct resistance corresponding to storing a binary '0' or '1' (e.g., P and AP).
An access transistor is connected with the MTJ to control its operation. Write '0' and write '1' operations proceed by turning on the access transistor and injecting a relatively high write current in one of two directions (from source line to bit line or vice verse). A sense amplifier is connected to each bit line to detect the state in MTJ in a read operation that requires a much lower current and a shorter pulse duration compared to the write operation.
The change of MTJ state occurs when the current passing through the junction exceeds a certain minimum magnitude and is maintained for sufficient time. The process of MTJ write is a process of alignment of the magnetic orientation of the regions of the ferromagnetic layer. The total switching time of STT-RAM consists of the incubation time and transit time [7] . The incubation time is defined as the time needed for the electrons to climb up the potential barrier in an MTJ, while the transit time denotes the time for the electrons to descend the potential barrier to the other state.
There are two distinct physical mechanisms that govern MTJ switching, which depend on the magnitude of injected current: thermally activated switching and fast precessional switching. The thermally activated switching regime holds for currents at or below a certain critical current (I C0 ) defined at zero Kelvin. The thermally activated switch process is relatively slow, with mean switch times of several nanoseconds to tens of nanoseconds, and is also highly stochastic. The average current required for switching (I therm C ) depends on the write pulse duration (T wr ). The following deterministic model is often used to describe this relationship, despite the inherent stochasticity of the write process [8] :
where ∆ is the thermal stability factor [8] , [9] . The second mechanism, fast precession switching, is very rapid, typically occurring within 1ns, and shows less stochasticity. However, activating this switching process requires a current that is much larger than I C0 . The average current required in fast precessional switching also depends on the write pulse duration and can be described as:
where C and θ represent the relaxation time and initial angle between the free layer and reference layer, respectively [8] .
There is an important difference in current values that are supplied by the access transistor to the MTJ in the course of a normal operation of the cell. Depending on the value being written to the cell the bitline voltage is set high and the source line voltage is set low, or vice versa, see Fig. 2 . The effective V gs of the access transistor is different in the two cases, resulting in significantly different current values of 2× or more, unless word-line boosting is used in one of the two cases. The difference in the delivered current leads to a significant asymmetry of MTJ switching times. As we demonstrate in this paper, it is beneficial for the overall energy minimization to use word-line boosting to make the distributions symmetric.
B. Stochastic Switching Model
The time needed for the MTJ to switch is stochastic and the switch time distribution depends on the magnitude of the current. An essential limitation of the above deterministic models is that they fail to take into account the stochasticity in the switching process and describe the mean switching behavior rather than the entire distribution. The variable write energy technique is based on the probabilistic model of the switching behavior. Empirical observations and numerical simulations suggests that stochasticity of switching time is maximum in the thermal switching regime [10] . Therefore, it is crucial to be able to model stochastic behavior in this regime. The following probability model for the thermally activated switch duration is derived by Diao et al. [9] using the Neel-Brown relaxation formula. The model describes the switch probability P SW (t, I), which is the probability of switching occurring for a pulse duration t at current I:
where τ 0 is the inverse of the thermal attempt frequency that has a typical value of 1ns. In the fast precession switching regime, the stochasticity of switching time is lower. The ratio of the switch time standard deviation to its mean is in the range from 0.2 to 1 [10] . The same ratio has the value of 0.08 for moderately wide pulses in the fast precessional switching regime [9] . Unfortunately, in this regime, the exact closed-form model for the switching time probability distribution is not available. However, empirical measurements suggest that the form of the distribution is asymmetric Gaussian [10] . We therefore adopt this model for our experiments in the case of asymmetric writes where the current through the MTJ is 2.05I C0 in our design (Fig. 1) .
Importantly, in the thermal switching regime (e.g., I = 0.95I C0 ), we find that the model predicts that the pulse duration required to reach a high write success probability is much larger than the pulse duration corresponding to a switching probability of 50%. Fig. 1 shows the width of the distribution by plotting 1 − P SW , which can be thought of as the write error probability. We observe a strong case of a long-tail distribution as the difference between the mean pulse duration and the pulse corresponding to the very low error probability is very large.
III. VARIABLE-ENERGY WRITES
We introduce the variable energy write architecture as an effective way to exploit the wide distribution of write time. Write energy is reduced by utilizing a mechanism that (1) monitors the instantaneous state (resistance) of the MTJ, and (2) deactivates the write current once the correct value being written has registered. In addition to saving energy when the write switches the MTJ state, our design inherently shuts down the write current when the value being written equals the value already stored. Below we describe the monitoring circuit that compares the MTJ resistance to a reference value and can thus determine the stored value and sense the change of resistance on a switch. Fig. 2 shows a schematic view of the proposed circuit comprised of the monitoring sub-circuit and the shutdown sub-circuit. The monitoring sub-circuit, whose schematic is further expanded in an inset, tracks the bitline voltage at node SW O. Depending on the direction of the write, the voltages corresponding to the AP and P states are significantly different. Therefore, to detect both transitions, the monitoring sub-circuit contains two comparators whose thresholds are set to 630mV for P → AP and to 390mV for AP → P . For both transitions, the voltage difference between the AP and P states for the assumed STT-RAM cell parameters (Tab. I) is around 80mV. Because of the magnitude of the difference, the resolution of the comparator does not have to be very high. We found that sufficient resolution can be achieved by using a single-stage CMOS inverter as the comparator. The switching threshold voltage of the inverter can be set to the midpoint between the P and AP write voltages by properly selecting the PMOS/NMOS sizing ratio.
A. Implementation Details
Consider a P → AP transition. At the start of the write operation the voltage is raised on the wordline (WL) and the bitline (BL), and lowered on the source line (SL). The access transistor turns on and the current flows through the MTJ and the access transistor. If the current supplied by the NMOS is sufficiently large, the MTJ undergoes a state change. A state change modifies the MTJ resistance, which leads to a voltage change at the output node of the access transistor. The voltage change on node SW O is detected by the comparator (the tuned inverter), which then turns the shutdown transmission gate off, terminating the pulse. The AND gate, which is used in the shutdown circuit, ensures that this monitoring circuit is only active when writing a logical '1'. The flip-flop in the VEW circuit works as a delay element to prevent an unwanted feedback loop between the monitoring and reset circuits.
The area overhead of the above design is 2 inverters, 2 AND gates, 1 OR gate per column, and 2 flip-flops. We estimate the area to be 1860F 2 . The relative area overhead will be reduced with column multiplexing, which is often used to deal with pitch-matching of sense amplifier. For comparison, the area overhead reported in the previously proposed early-write termination (EWT) [4] is 6637Î 12 . Note that the proposed write completion circuit controls each bit independently which maximizes write efficiency. This is in contrast to the VOW architecture of Bi et al. [5] , which terminates writes at the granularity of an entire word (Fig. 5) . Therefore, VEWs save significantly more energy, as we discuss in Section IV.
We also note that the presence of significant process variations may make our current VEW design sub-optimal. We plan to utilize existing design strategies for dealing with variability, such as post-silicon tuning and self-calibration. In addition, memory array islands can help deal with correlated as well as uncorrelated variations between memory regions [11] , and error checking and correcting (ECC) can be used, in part, to correct errors due to uncorrelated variations [12] , [13] . Investigating a variation-tolerant VEW architecture will be a focus of our future work.
B. Circuit Validation
We designed the proposed circuit using the 16nm Predictive Technology Model (PTM) MOSFET model and a compact MTJ model [14] , [15] , [16] . The MTJ parameters are derived from the 17nm MTJ manufactured by Samsung [15] , as detailed in Tab. I. Simulation results of the proposed circuit are shown in Fig. 3 , for a P -> AP transition. While the conventional 1-bit cell without the write completion circuit consumes substantial power until the end of the clock period, the 1-bit cell with the VEW circuit minimizes power after the switch occurs at 3ns. Fig. 4 shows simulation results for writing a 'Ο', when a Ό' is already stored in a cell (P -> P). The current through the MTJ (IMTJ) for the baseline circuit (dashed line) is kept high for the entire pulse duration (10ns in this simulation), while the MTJ current controlled by the proposed write-completion circuit (WCC) drops to zero within Ins, which is the response time of the monitoring and control circuits. We validate that our circuit design behaves correctly in the array configuration as well. We use wire resistance and capacitance as specified by ITRS for a 16nm process (resistivity: 22 μΩ-cm; capacitance per unit length: 1.6pF/cm) [17] . The wire delay, simulated with Cadence Spectre, is less than lOps.
IV VARIABLE ENERGY WRITE TECHNIQUE: EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the energy saving achieved by applying our variable-energy write technique.
A. Methodology
To evaluate the energy consumption of VEWs, we consider each write operation as a three-stage process (depicted in Fig. 3) . The first stage, T pre , is the time after the write starts until the MTJ switch occurs (previous value held in the cell). The second stage, T ctrl , is the time between the switch and the write current is terminated; this is the reaction time of our monitoring, control, and delay circuits. The third stage, T 0 ff, is the time after shutdown until the end of the pre determined pulse duration, which equals the time required to meet a given maximum error rate target. Without VEWs, there [14] , [15] , [18] . are two stages, T pre as before and T post , which is the time after the switch with the current still on. We then calculate the write energy using the power con sumed in each stage, as shown in Eq. 4 and Eq. 5 for baseline and VEWs, respectively. 
+Pwcc(Tpre + Tctrl + Toff ) P wcc in Eq. 5 is the power of the write completion circuit (static and dynamic), which is the overhead of our technique. We obtain the circuit parameters, including its power con sumption and reaction time (T ctrl ) using SPICE simulation (V DD = 1.05V for the 16nm process with boosting). We com pute the overall pulse duration to match a specific desired error probability as determined by the probabilistic model shown in Eq. 3 (Section II). We calculate the expected durations T pre , T off , and T post by applying the model of Eq. 3 again.
We also compare VEWs with the related verify-onwrite (VOW) [5] technique and with early-write termination (EWT) [4] . To directly compare all three techniques within the same context, we use the same MTJ parameters as in Tab. I. We also use the same basic components as our writecompletion circuit, but modify their application to mimic VOW and EWT. To mimic VOW, we remove the boosting write circuit (VOW was designed assuming asymmetric writes and no boosting) and also shut down the pulse to an entire 64-bit word at a time, rather than each individual bit. We use Monte Carlo simulation to obtain the expected wordcompletion time, which is the expected longest duration write in each word (we measure the actual number of P → AP writes in each word). We use the write-duration distributions for 0.95I C0 and 2.05I C0 as described in Section II (without boosting the circuit required V DD = 1.73V). We also simulate an augmented version of VOW that can work with boosting (symmetric writes) by utilizing our monitoring circuit and using the Monte Carlo methodology assuming 50% of the bits in a word switch state. To mimic EWT, we only utilize our monitoring and shutdown circuits for those bits that do not change their state in each word-granularity write.
B. Results
In addition to the validation results presented in Sec tion III-B, we now present the expected energy savings of using VEWs. We compare the energy of conventional, VOW and VEWs across a range of write error probabilities: from an unacceptably high error rate of 5% to our target error rate of 1.5 × 10 -7 [1] . These results are summarized in Fig. 6a and Fig. 6b , which show the expected energy per bit for the cases of switching writes and writes that maintain already stored values (P → P and AP → AP), respectively. Note that the horizontal axis in each figure represents success probability, rather than error rate. For the value-maintaining writes, the error probability is zero, however, we use the same horizontal scale, where each success rate point corresponds to a certain pulse duration.
In all cases and across this entire error probability range, VEWs dramatically improve write energy compare with both the conventional baseline and a VOW with 64-bit subblock(same as [5] ). We assume 50% bits within one sub-block will change in each write in VOW. We do not include VEW here because VEW only save energy in value-maintaining writes. For the target error rate (1.5 × 10 -7 ), the savings are 87.3% for a P → AP switch and 92.0% for a AP → P switch, while VOW saves 71.0% and 76.0% respectively.The energy savings are even more significant when no switching occurs and are 99.3% and 99.5% for "writing" a P → P and AP → AP, respectively (no state change). For VOW, the savings are 73.4% and 73.2%.
To have a global view of how VEWs compare with the conventional baseline write technique of fixed pulse duration, we show the expected write energy per bit across a wider range of write-success probabilities in Fig. 6c .
Finally, to put the energy savings into the context of a memory system, we apply our energy model to the main memory write traffic of 16 SPEC CPU 2006 benchmarks. We get memory trace form the 8 integer and 8 floating-point applications with the largest number of memory accesses with PIN [19] , assuming an on-chip memory hierarchy with a single X86 Out-of-Order core, 32KB L1, 256KB L2 and 1MB 16-way set-associative last-level cache. Fig. 7 shows the relative energy of VEWs and the previously proposed early write termination [4] and verify-on-write [5] design.
Early write termination is only able to reduce the energy of value-maintaining writes, and the word granularity shut down limited the benefit from VOW. As a result VEWs improve energy saving much more: VEWs decrease total write energy consumption by 96.5% on average, while VOW and EWT only achieve 76.6% and 71.0% reductions, respectively. This is because VEWs are very robust as they account for all 4 possible state combinations and monitoring and shutdown is applied for every bit independently. It is also important to note that VEWs work with and without boosting and that the symmetric writes enabled by boosting are the most energyefficient technique overall; without boosting, VEWs are still the best option, but consume 4.76 times more energy than when boosting is enabled.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes a novel variable-energy write STT-RAM architecture with a write-completion monitoring. In the proposed architecture, the write process is continuously monitored and is terminated as soon as the MTJ reached the required state. We also developed a light-weight circuit for fast state change detection and evaluated it using a compact MTJ model targeting an implementation in a 16nm technology node. The proposed technique has no significant area overhead and is easy to integrate in memory array. Our analysis indicates that at the required write-error rate the proposed architecture reduces write energy by 87.3%−99.5% depending on the write direction. An important direction for future work is validating the performance of the scheme in the presence of process variability.
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